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enora GS is located on the east
channel of the outlet of Lake of
the Woods into the Winnipeg
River, in the town of Kenora, ON. First put
into operation in 1906 with four horizontal
generating units and two horizontal exciter
units, the station saw its first redevelopment
in 1925 with the removal of the horizontal
units and installation of 10 vertical units
rated at 1.25 MVW each. Construction
of a downstream facility in the late 1950s
resulted in an increase of tailwater levels
and ensuing head loss, which reduced
the station’s effective capacity to less than
6MW. The facility continued operation with
this configuration and equipment until the
recent redevelopment.

Kenora GS – original facility circa 1906

Kenora GS – pre-redevelopment (2017)

In 2014, faced with a number of critical
components at or nearing end of life,
H2O Power started work on examining
options to modernize the station. The
main transformer, generator switchgear,
generators and turbines were well past
the point of reasonable service life. The
options examined to modernize Kenora
GS ranged from outright replacement of
the powerhouse to various combinations
of turbine and generator replacements.
The key challenge of this project was to
arrive at an economically viable solution
to restore the long-term reliability of the
station. Most turbine selections available
involved significant civil modifications for
reconfiguration of the main water passage,
which would have exposed the project
to considerable financial risk.
H2O Power found a solution working with
Norcan Hydraulic Turbine to replace the
previous ten units with six vertical axial
flow turbines and synchronous generators,
installed within the existing flumes and of
equivalent aggregate capacity as the old
ten units. By working within the confines of
the existing facility, potential environmental
impacts associated with in-water works
and cofferdams were avoided, resulting
in savings of both cost and lengthy
permitting activities.
The substation was also replaced with
a new step up transformer and breaker,
and protections fully modernized. Part
of the protection modernization included
construction of a new fibre optic line
between Kenora GS and Hydro One’s
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Rabbit Lake TS to provide transfer trip
service between the two stations. The
work inside the powerhouse included full
replacement of generator switchgear,
updating the turbine controls, new balance
of plant equipment and powerhouse
building improvements.
H2O Power took the role of Construction
Manager and the project proceeded with
3 major milestones. The substation work
started in 2017 and the new transformer
energized in December 2018. Removal
of the old equipment was started in
July 2018 and completed by October.
Installation of the new units started shortly
after, with the startup of the first unit in
March 2019. The remaining units were
completed and commissioned in rapid
succession, with facility achieving COD in
May 2019, on schedule and on budget.

The redeveloped Kenora GS units were
subject to thorough performance testing,
with the turbines undergoing an acoustic
scintillation test to quantify turbine efficiency
and capacity. The testing indicated the
units are performing as expected.
The Kenora project, while relatively
short in duration, employed a significant

number of service providers and
suppliers, including many local firms.
Nearly 75 service firms, equipment
suppliers and consultants were involved
with the project, including 23 local firms.
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Kenora GS is now re-positioned to be
a reliable asset with a long service life,
contributing to Ontario’s energy needs.
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Redevelopment completed – 2020
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